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This session is designed to provide an overview of how FAR will operate, with a focus on
RSE licensees. It will also provide some commentary on past experiences with the
regulators in assisting clients to comply with the Banking Executive Accountability Regime
(BEAR).

On 22 January 2019, Treasury released a consultation paper regarding FAR – an extension
of BEAR to all APRA-regulated entities. It follows on from recommendations made in the
Royal Commission.

The consultation process closed on 14 February 2020.

Currently, there is no draft legislation – watch this space in 2021.

INTRODUCTION



It is expected that there will be further rounds of consultation prior to the release of
exposure draft legislation.

In the meantime…

1. Appoint internal resources to monitor FAR;
2. Review recent reportable breaches as if these rules were in place;
3. Consider also this regime in light of the proposed enhanced breach reporting

framework; and
4. Consider issues of culture as well as policy.

INTRODUCTION



All small, medium and large ADI's currently subject to BEAR will be affected by this
proposed of the regime.

In addition, FAR will apply to all:

• RSE licensees;
• general and life insurers, and private health insurers; and
• licensed non-operating holding companies.

WHO WILL FAR APPLY TO?



Some key features of FAR include:

• Entities will be described as either "core compliance entities" or "enhanced
compliance entities". Core compliance entities have fewer obligations under FAR
than enhanced compliance entities. An RSE licensee will be an enhanced
compliance entity if its "total assets" exceed $10 billion.

• Senior executives will be regarded as an “accountable person” where they hold a
prescribed role and/or responsibilities by APRA and ASIC.

• Accountable persons will have an additional accountability obligation to take
reasonable steps in conducting their responsibilities to ensure that the entity
complies with its licensing obligations.

• Entities will be required to defer 40% of the variable remuneration of all their
accountable persons for at least four years, unless the deferred amount is equal
to or less than $50,000 or if variable remuneration is not a feature of the person’s
remuneration structure.

FAR  vs  BEAR



• Entities and accountable persons will be required to deal with both APRA and
ASIC in an "open, constructive and cooperative way".

• Enhanced compliance entities will only be required to submit accountability maps
and statements to APRA or ASIC when material changes are made (eg changes in
accountabilities of an accountable person), or annually if immaterial changes have
been made.

• In addition to entities being liable for penalties under FAR, accountable persons
will also be personally liable for civil penalties.

• APRA will have a non-objections power to veto the appointment or
reappointment of directors and senior executives of regulated entities when the
entity applies to register them as an accountable person.

FAR  vs  BEAR



Penalties for entities under FAR:
Maximum civil penalties will be the greater of the following:

• 50,000 penalty units ($11.1 million);

• if the court can determine – the benefit derived or detriment avoided by the entity because of
the contravention, multiplied by three; or

• 10% of the annual turnover to a maximum monetary value of 2.5 million penalty units ($555
million)

Penalties for individuals under FAR:
APRA and ASIC have the power to disqualify an accountable person.
Maximum civil penalties will be the greater of the following:

• 5,000 penalty units ($1.1 million); or

• if the court can determine – the benefit derived or detriment avoided by the entity because of
the contravention, multiplied by three; or

ACCOUNTABILITY & PENALTIES



The consultation paper provides for generic responsibilities for accountable persons across FAR as well
as specific responsibilities for certain types of entities (eg RSE licensees).

An RSE licensee will be required to appoint an accountable person for the following responsibilities:

Generic responsibilities for all FAR entities:

• responsibility for oversight of entity as a member of the Board;

• senior executive responsibility for carrying out management of all business activities;

• senior executive responsibility for management of financial resources;

• senior executive responsibility for overall risk controls/management arrangements;

• senior executive responsibility for management of operations;

• senior executive responsibility for information management;

• senior executive responsibility for management of internal audit function;

• senior executive responsibility for management of compliance function;

• senior executive responsibility for management of human resources function;

WHO WILL BE AN ACCOUNTABLE PERSON?



• senior executive responsibility for management of anti-money laundering function;

• senior executive responsibility for management of a significant business division;

• senior executive responsibility for management of the entity’s dispute resolution
function (internal and external);

• senior executive responsibility for management of client or member remediation
programs (encompassing hardship considerations where relevant);

• senior executive responsibility for service provision and maintenance

(i.e. the services equivalent to product responsibility);

• senior executive responsibility for the setting of incentives (including incentives for
staff and outward facing incentives such as loyalty programs); and

• senior executive responsibility for breach reporting.

WHO WILL BE AN ACCOUNTABLE PERSON?



Particular RSE licensee responsibilities:

• senior executive responsibility for the management of the RSE licensee’s claims and benefits
entitlement handling functions;

• senior executive responsibility for the management of the RSE licensee’s investment function;

• senior executive responsibility for the management of the RSE licensee’s actuarial function;

• senior executive responsibility for management of the RSE licensee’s financial advice service
(if any);

• senior executive responsibility for management of the insurer’s underwriting of its insurance
business;

• senior executive responsibility for management of the RSE licensee’s insurance offerings; and

• senior executive responsibility for management of the RSE licensee’s retirement offerings.

An accountable person can hold multiple responsibilities.

WHO WILL BE AN ACCOUNTABLE PERSON?



In practice what this means is that directors, senior executive (leadership team, heads of product) etc,
will be assigned roles based on the FAR requirements.

WHO WILL BE AN ACCOUNTABLE PERSON?



RSE licensees should start work on:

• deferred remuneration policies for accountable persons that are in line with FAR;

• a list of accountable persons who hold the responsibilities listed previously;

• accountability obligations/policies for accountable persons that are consistent
with FAR, noting each person's requirement to take reasonable steps to prevent
matters that would adversely affect its RSE licensee's obligations;

• accountability statements, which you will need to produce for each accountable
person and which will need to include information such as the aspects of your
organisation for which the accountable person has a responsibility to manage or
control; and

• accountability map(s), which will need to explain the reporting lines and lines of
responsibility for the accountable persons in your organisation.

WHAT NEXT?



We have assisted a number of clients with advice in relation to BEAR as well as reviewing
or assisting with the preparation of accountability statements and accountability maps.

As clients were getting ready for BEAR, APRA took a hands on approach by requiring draft
accountability maps and accountability statements to be provided well in advance for
feedback. There were usually multiple drafts provided to APRA before they were finalised.

Common feedback usually centred on the level of detail provided in accountability
statements and the way responsibilities were described. APRA would not accept high level
descriptions of a person's responsibilities.

The experience for clients as a result was a particularly drawn out and labour intensive
process requiring a 'deep dive' of an entity's business structure and regular contact with
consultants and APRA.

We anticipate a similar process will be followed for FAR.

OUR EXPERIENCE WITH BEAR



Barclays, 2018



Westpac, 2020



Key Area Current law under the BEAR Proposed change under the FAR Impact on entities

Scope of the regime Only ADIs are subject to the BEAR. All APRA regulated entities (including licensed 
NOHCs) are subject to the FAR.

A larger cohort of entities subject 
to the FAR.

Minister has the power to exempt an ADI, or a 
class of ADIs, from the application of the BEAR.

Regulators have the power to exempt a FAR entity, or 
a class of FAR entities, from the application of the 
FAR.

No impact on entities.

ADIs split into small, medium and large for 
deferred remuneration obligation and penalties.

FAR entities split into core and enhanced compliance 
for accountability statements and map obligations.

Not all entities required to 
provide accountability 
statements and maps.

Minister to set threshold for small, medium and 
large categories.

Regulators to set thresholds for core and enhanced 
compliance categories.

Core compliance entities will 
have reduced regulatory burden.

Definition of 
accountable person

List of roles and responsibilities prescribed in 
legislation for the purposes of defining an 
accountable person.

Increased number of roles and responsibilities in list 
prescribed by regulators for the purposes of defining 
an accountable person.

Increased number of persons 
defined as accountable persons.

Accountability 
obligations

ADIs required to take reasonable steps to comply 
with specified obligations which cover the way an 
ADI should conduct itself and how it should 
engage with APRA.

FAR entities required to take reasonable steps to 
comply with specified obligations which cover the 
way a FAR entity should conduct itself and how it 
should engage with APRA and ASIC.

No additional obligations on 
entities.

Accountable persons required to comply with 
specified obligations.

Accountable persons of FAR entities also required to 
take reasonable steps in conducting their 
responsibilities to ensure the entity complies with its 
licensing obligations.

Additional obligation on 
accountable persons.

Treasury has provided the following comparison table

COMPARISON of BEAR & FAR



COMPARISON of BEAR & FAR

Key Area Current law under the BEAR Proposed change under the FAR Impact on entities

Key personnel 
obligations

If a person becomes an accountable person of an 
ADI, or a subsidiary of an ADI, by filling a temporary 
vacancy, the ADI has 28 days to register the 
individual, or such other period as APRA 
determines.

If a person becomes an accountable person of a 
FAR entity, by filling a temporary vacancy, the 
period within which a FAR entity has to register 
the individual will be determined by APRA and 
ASIC and it is expected this will be extended to 
90 days.

Entities provided with longer timeframe 
to allow individuals to fill temporary 
vacancies without being required to 
register.

Deferred 
remuneration 
obligations

ADIs required to defer a specified percentage of an 
accountable persons’ variable or total remuneration 
for a specified period, if the amount that would be 
deferred under the BEAR is greater than a 
threshold. The specified percentage of 
remuneration to be deferred is based on the size 
categorisation of the BEAR entities into small, 
medium and large.

FAR entities will be required to defer 40 per cent 
of the variable remuneration of all of their 
accountable persons for at least four years, if the 
amount that would be deferred under the FAR is 
greater than $50,000.

Deferred remuneration obligations will 
only apply to variable remuneration and 
entities will be subject to the same 
deferred remuneration obligations, 
regardless of their size.

The FAR will not impact APRA’s ability to 
set separate prudential standards in 
respect of prudentially regulated entities 
on remuneration.



Key Area Current law under the BEAR Proposed change under the FAR Impact on entities

Accountability
maps and 
statements

All ADIs required to submit 
accountability maps and statements.

Only enhanced compliance entities required to 
submit accountability maps and statements.

Smaller entities will be exempt from the 
requirement to submit accountability maps and 
statements to alleviate regulatory burden.

No equivalent under the BEAR. Regulators can reclassify entities as core or 
enhanced.

Core compliance entity may be required to 
submit accountability maps and statements 
where regulators form a view this would benefit 
the entity’s governance and accountability.

ADIs required to notify APRA of all 
changes to accountability maps and 
statements.

Enhanced compliance entities are required to notify 
APRA or ASIC of material changes to accountability 
maps and statements.

Entities will not be required to notify APRA and 
ASIC of changes to the accountability maps and 
statements as frequently to reduce regulatory 
burden.

Notification 
obligations

An ADI must notify APRA when the ADI 
becomes aware that it has breached its 
accountability obligations.

A FAR entity must notify APRA and/or ASIC when it 
has become aware that it has breached either its 
accountability or key personnel obligations.

Entities will be required to notify APRA and/or 
ASIC in circumstances where they have breached 
key personnel obligations.

Penalties Penalties are tiered based on the size of 
ADIs. The maximum penalty for:

a) large ADIs is 1 million penalty 
units;

b) medium ADIs is 250,000 penalty 
units; and

c) small ADIs is 50,000 penalty units.

The maximum penalties under the FAR will be the 
greater of the following:

a) 50,000 penalty units;

b) if the court can determine - the benefit derived 
or detriment avoided by the body corporate 
because of the contravention, multiplied by 
three; or

c) 10 per cent of the annual turnover of the body 
corporate, but to a maximum monetary value of 
2.5 million penalty units.

Larger maximum penalties will apply under the 
FAR, to align the penalty framework with recent 
amendments to the Corporations Act, ASIC Act, 
Credit Act and Insurance Contracts Act.

COMPARISON of BEAR & FAR



ATTACHMENT – COMPARISON of BEAR & FAR

Key Area Current law under the BEAR Proposed change under the FAR Impact on entities

Penalties No equivalent under the BEAR. Accountable persons will be liable for civil penalties 
under the FAR.

Individuals subject to civil penalties within FAR 
entities.

No equivalent under the BEAR. Veto the appointment or reappointment of senior 
executives and directors.

Senior executives and directors to be vetoed 
where APRA is of the opinion that a person is not 
suitable, or has ceased to be suitable to hold a 
position as an accountable person.

No equivalent under the BEAR. Under the FAR, the court must consider impact on 
fund members in setting the penalty in respect of RSE 
licensees.

No impact on entities.


